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General Books LLC. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is printed on demand. Paperback.
30 pages. Dimensions: 9.7in. x 7.4in. x 0.1in.This historic book may have numerous typos and
missing text. Purchasers can download a free scanned copy of the original book (without typos)
from the publisher. Not indexed. Not illustrated. 1896 Excerpt: . . . curved course, if they are formed
only by the neighboring cell membranes, that is if they are only chinks between the cells or
intercellular spaces. The distribution of the funnel organs may be already surmised from the
number and character of the excretory vessels. They occur in the parenchyma of all parts of the
animal, excepting ventral sucker, penis-sack and pharynx, but in greatest numbers in the region of
the peripheral muscle layers, along the septum, just outside the penis-sack and round the margins
of the ventral sucker immediately above the limiting membrane. The presence of this membrane
can have no effect in determining their absence below it, for larger and smaller vessels pass
through the diaphragm. The only limiting means is no doubt the dense structure of the sucker itself,
and a like statement may be made regarding the pharynx and penis-sack. A...
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